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Ever been to Fantasy Fest in Key West? Had a beer in Sloppy Joe's? Done the Duval Crawl? Visited the
Hemingway House? Had a cheeseburger in Margaritaville? Buzzed around Key West on a scooter? Watched
the sun set from Mallory Square? Crossed the Gulf Stream? Jumped in a Blue Hole? Looked for lost gold?
Take a deep breath, kick off your shoes and lets go. A sensual tropical mystery awaits. 'Hemingway's Heist'
is a story of adventure, romance and stolen treasure. It begins on July 8, 1943 when the wealthiest man in the
world, Reginald Vining, is killed in his home in Bimini and a fortune in gold bars disappears. The accused
murderer, Baron Alfred Brovania de Maurice, is acquitted but run out of the Bahamas as an “undesirable.”
He flees to Key West and refuge with his friend Ernest Hemingway. The (remote) possibility that the two of
them might have stolen Vining’s gold is the premise of the story. In 2013, a dusty old trunk left in the
storeroom of a Key West bar yields clues that ignite a modern day treasure hunt. Join the quirky crews of the
Marion ll and the Albatross as they chase myths, legends and lies around the Caribbean trying to solve a 70-
year-old mystery. "I fell in love with Key West many years ago. In this story I have tried to capture the
wackiness of Fantasy Fest. The body art, the partying, the weird and wonderful. Then take the reader to
Bimini, Eleuthera and Spanish Wells while searching for a fortune in lost gold. One crew is led by an
obsessively organized buttoned up former Navy Seal on a perfectly equipped boat. He is chased by the great
grand son of the accused 1943 murderer and his drunken sidekick in a boat held together by chicken wire and
duct tape." Up until now the murder has never been solved and the gold never found. Could this band of
adventurers and misfits stumble onto a fortune? 'Hemingway's Heist' joins 'Side Effects' and 'Mingo's Cave'
by Chuck Ball at Amazon. Look for 'No Redeeming Qualities' in the Spring of 2015.
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From reader reviews:

Arnold Grigg:

Now a day folks who Living in the era where everything reachable by match the internet and the resources
inside can be true or not involve people to be aware of each information they get. How a lot more to be smart
in receiving any information nowadays? Of course the answer then is reading a book. Examining a book can
help men and women out of this uncertainty Information specifically this Hemingway's Heist book as this
book offers you rich facts and knowledge. Of course the info in this book hundred per cent guarantees there
is no doubt in it you know.

Mildred Patton:

Reading a e-book can be one of a lot of pastime that everyone in the world enjoys. Do you like reading book
therefore. There are a lot of reasons why people love it. First reading a guide will give you a lot of new info.
When you read a reserve you will get new information since book is one of several ways to share the
information or perhaps their idea. Second, reading through a book will make a person more imaginative.
When you examining a book especially hype book the author will bring you to imagine the story how the
figures do it anything. Third, you are able to share your knowledge to others. When you read this
Hemingway's Heist, you may tells your family, friends and also soon about yours reserve. Your knowledge
can inspire the others, make them reading a publication.

Linda Banks:

The publication with title Hemingway's Heist posesses a lot of information that you can understand it. You
can get a lot of gain after read this book. That book exist new knowledge the information that exist in this
publication represented the condition of the world right now. That is important to yo7u to be aware of how
the improvement of the world. This book will bring you within new era of the internationalization. You can
read the e-book on your smart phone, so you can read that anywhere you want.

Jennifer Shipley:

This Hemingway's Heist is great guide for you because the content and that is full of information for you
who have always deal with world and still have to make decision every minute. This kind of book reveal it
information accurately using great plan word or we can declare no rambling sentences in it. So if you are
read that hurriedly you can have whole facts in it. Doesn't mean it only provides straight forward sentences
but hard core information with splendid delivering sentences. Having Hemingway's Heist in your hand like
keeping the world in your arm, facts in it is not ridiculous one particular. We can say that no book that offer
you world in ten or fifteen moment right but this reserve already do that. So , this is certainly good reading
book. Heya Mr. and Mrs. busy do you still doubt which?
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